
Welcome back to the Animal Nursery. I hope you enjoy
the tale today.
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The Tale of the Shape Detectives

Sometimes at together time Mrs Hippo or Mrs Bear would bring along an object that the
animals could investigate. One day Mrs Hippo brought in a telescope which prompted lots
of  questions,  discussions  and  a  wonderful  animal-led  space  project.  Today  after  the
animals had sang the “we all are here together” song at together time, Mrs Bear showed
everyone a large box. It was very interesting as it was all covered with marks. “What do
the black marks mean? asked Sofija. “ The marks are called question marks”, explained
Mrs Bear. People write them when they are asking a question. Question marks mean that
you want to discover something you don't know the answer to”. “I know, I know!  I have a
question. How many bananas are there in the world?”, asked Martin. “I don't know the
answer to that !” “That is a wonderful example” laughed Mrs Bear.  “A question is also like
a mystery.” “Oh I like mysteries like Scooby Doo.! He solves mysteries all the time” said
Dana.  “We will  be just  like Scooby Doo as I  will  need everyone's  help in  solving the
mystery of what is in the box” said Mrs Bear smiling.

Scott was looking intently at the box and noticed that there was an opening at the side of
the  box  big  enough  to  put  his  paw through.  “Well  spotted  Scott!  you  are  just  like  a
detective”, said Mrs Bear. “Would you like to take an item out of the box?”. “ Yes please!”
said Scott eagerly as he went and put his paw in the box and retrieved a small wooden
shape. Scott showed all his friends the shape and Mrs Bear asked if he knew what shape
it was. “It's a circle, I like circles. I like drawing great big circles and then little circles in my
big circle”. Mrs Bear then asked the animals if they could draw a circle in the air. All of the
animals enjoyed doing this and Rebecca said she was drawing the biggest circle in the
world! Gwen suggested they could sing their circle song which had been one of the songs
of the week. Mrs Bear said that was a wonderful idea and everyone began to sing.

“Can you draw a circle? Round just like a ball, it hasn't any corners, no corners there at
all!”

Ruaridh was next to discover what was in the box. He pulled out a shape with three points.
Ruaridh wasn't sure what it was called. Mrs Bear asked if any of his friends could help.
Mabel said “it's a triangle! I  have a cheese triangle on my toast every morning It's so
yummy”. “Thank you for your help Mabel!” said Mrs Bear who always reminded everyone
how kind it was to help their friends.

Tomasz was next and pulled out a shape that had four straight lines and four corners.
Tomasz had been learning about shapes from his big cousin Oskar and said proudly “I
know this is a square”. Mrs Bear showed everyone that a square has four sides of exactly
the same length. Henry was looking a bit puzzled so Mrs Bear asked Bertie if he could find
a  ruler  amongst  the  resources  box  at  the  writing  table.  Bertie  quickly  flew  over  and
retrieved one and brought it back. Mrs Bear asked Bertie if he could measure the length of
one of the sides. Bertie put the ruler down so that it was at the number zero at the start of
the line and  looked along the ruler and noticed that it said the number five where the end
of one of the sides stopped.  Mrs Bear then asked Felicity to measure another side and it
was the number five as well. Then Dana was asked to measure another side and it was
the  number  five  too.  Mrs  Bear  then  asked the  animals  to  make  a  prediction  of  what
number did they think the final side was going to be? “It's definitely five!” said Daisy. Mrs
Bear asked for a show of paws and wings of everyone who thought  it  would be five.
Everyone put up their paw or wing. Mrs Bear smiled and asked Daisy to check if they were
right. When Daisy measured the final side and said it was the number five too, everyone



cheered. “Well done! Great thinking and predicting” said Mrs Bear.

Bertie then pulled out another shape from the box. It looked a little bit like a square as it
had four corners. The animals looked very puzzled and a few of the animals asked if it was
a square. Martin didn't think it was a square but couldn't remember what it was called. Mrs
Bear said she knew a song that might help the animals.

“There is a shape that has four sides but it  is not a square no! It's a rectangle, it's a
rectangle, it is not like a square no! Two sides are long; two sides are short. They are not
the same no! It's a rectangle, it's a rectangle. It's a rectangle. The sides are not the same
no!”.

Bertie asked if he could measure the sides. Mrs Bear thought this was a great idea and he
discovered that, like the song, two sides were long and the other two sides were short. 

While the animals had been so busy Mrs Hippo had been outside and had set up a shape
collection area. Using chalk Mrs Hippo had drawn four large shapes on the ground; a
circle, a square, a triangle and a rectangle. The animals were then asked if they wanted to
take  part  in  a  shape  hunt  around  the  garden.  Mrs  Hippo  had  hidden  lots  of  shapes
everywhere outside for the animals to find. “I need you to be shape detectives finding out
where all the shapes have been hidden” said Mrs Hippo. The animals cheered as they put
on their warm clothes and went outside.

Daisy was first to find a shape “I've found a circle !” she shouted as she put the circle into
the circular shape Mrs Hippo had drawn. Henry found a rectangle and said proudly “I
looked at the sides and I saw two sides were longer just like the song”. “Very well done,
Henry” said Mrs Hippo. Rebecca was struggling to find a shape but Bertie noticed and flew
around the garden and gave Rebecca clues where to find a shape. Mrs Hippo noticed and
praised Bertie for his kindness. Soon all the chalk shapes were full of smaller shapes and
Mrs Bear rang the bell  for lunch. As Mrs Hippo was counting the animals back in she
noticed that Simon was missing so everyone went to see if they could find him knowing
that he might have fallen asleep in the garden as sloths get very tired. Mrs Hippo said they
now all needed to be detectives and solve the mystery of the missing Simon. Everyone
smiled and went off to search. After a few minutes they found Simon who had fallen asleep
on a circular  mat underneath  a tree.  Mrs Hippo gently woke him up and Simon said
sleepily “I love circles”. 

 


